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Introduction
The Drenth Gearbox Transaxle 350 (DGT350) 4WD 5-speed sequential gearbox is specially designed to be used in autocross. Due to its design it also can be
used in several off-road events. The DGT350 is a transaxle gearbox that fits in almost any rear engine car. With his adaptive capability it can be used in
several chassis’. The gearbox can handle torque levels up to 350 Nm and has a dry weight of 52 kg.
This document contains information about the DGT350 4WD gearbox. It includes technical specifications, a gear ratio list and possible options. For more
detailed information please contact Drenth Gearboxes.

Drenth Motorsport Gearboxes
Fleuweweg 10
7468 AG Enter
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)547 38 26 96
Fax:
+31 (0)547 38 20 65
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www.drenth-gearboxes.com
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Figure 1:
Rear and side view
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Technical Specifications
General Dimensions

Weight: 52 kg (without oil)
Max torque: 350 Nm
Spline: Adjustable(depends on type of clutch)
Oil type: Castrol Syntrax Limited Slip 75W-140

Figure 2:
General dimensions
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Mounting Dimensions

Figure 3:
Mounting dimensions

* Measured from the centre of the input shaft
** Measured from the mounting face of the engine
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Shifting Rod Alignment

Positions 1 and 2 need
to be perpendicular to
each other. This
counts also for
positions 3 en 4. If
not, shifting problem
can occur.

Figure 4:
Shifting rod alignment
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Cross-Section

Figure 5:
Cross-section
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Cross-Section Differential

Figure 6:
Cross-section differential
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Run-in Procedure


Run through the gears while the gearbox is not mounted underneath the car. Also check if the gear indicator shows the correct information while
going through the gears. If not check the calibration of the potentiometer.



When this is working and the oil level is correct, the gearbox can be mounted on a test bench or underneath the car. For the first test the wheels
should be tilted from the ground. Before the test run make sure that the gearbox is in the neutral position. During the test run go through all the
gears in a low rpm range. When the temperature starts to rise, the engine rpm may also go up. The temperature and the rpm build-up must go up
evenly and check the given information on the gear indicator. During the run also concentrate on the noise production, vibrations and the
temperature. When one of them is out of the ordinary, stop the test and see what could be wrong. The first test is done when all is operating
correctly and the gearbox has reached its operating temperature.



After the first test the gearbox is ready for a test drive. The procedure is the same as the first test. Slowly build-up the engine rpm and torque when
the temperature level starts to increase. During the warm-up of the gearbox don’t warm-up the brakes.
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Gear Ratio List
Primaryshaft *
st

1 gear
3.083
2.846
2.769
2.692

2

nd

gear
2.214
2.286
2.333

All gear ratios
3

th

gear**
1.875
1.938
2.000
2.067
2.125

1.250
1.316
1.389
1.421
1.471
1.500

3th, 4th, 5th gear
1.529
1.556
1.579
1.611
1.667
1.684

1.706
1.772
1.750
1.778
1.833
1.882

* Ratios can use in different combinations.
** Gearwheel with flange.

Available final-drive gear ratios
Ratio
3.889
4.375





Different gear ratios available on request
Ratio requests from customers will be added to the list
In consultation with the customer the ideal ratios can be calculated
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Options
Gearlever


There are types of gear lever with different lengths available to suit the drivers
needs. For the dimensions see figure 10 in the right top corner.



There are 3 different studs available for shift length adjustment.
o
o
o



Short stud
Intermediate stud
Long stud

A custom shifting rod can be made on request.

Figure 7:
Available gear levers
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Position Shifting Rod
The following picture below shows a possible option for the position of the shifting rod.

Figure 8:
Position shifting rod
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Gearbox Fit
Development of several adaptor plates and input shafts to fit any engine application. See the following examples.

Figure 9:
VW T2/T3 adapterplate

Figure 10:
Honda S2000 adaptorplate
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Drenth Display Unit
The display unit houses several functions to adjust to the driver’s needs and to fine-tune the gearbox.
The gear indicator displays the selected gear by measuring the position of
the selector barrel with a rotary sensor. This function can be calibrated
through the supplied software. It also can be used as a shift light when a
preset level of RPM is reached. This preset level and the manner of indicating
can be set with the supplied software.
The gear indicator, combined with the D.M.S gearlever, can act as a flatshift
system (powershift) This means that you can accelerate (full throttle) and
shift up without using the clutch or lifting the throttle. This can also be
calibrated with the supplied software.
The set comes with a separate user manual. For more information contact
our sales department or visit our website.

Figure 11:
Display unit
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Drenth Gear Indicator
The Drenth Gear indicator is a display unit that can be used with any Drenth gearbox with a rotary sensor.
Any gear order can be accommodated with up to 7 forward speeds besides neutral and reverse.
Programming the unit is achieved by the use of a single button and a user-friendly
programming routine. Additionally, the unit features a counter to log the total number
of gearshifts made – useful for tracking the life of critical gearbox components.
The set comes with a separate user manual. For more information contact our sales
department or visit our website.

Figure 12:
Gear indicator
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Oil breather catch tank
The DGT350 4WD gearbox needs an oil breather system for breathing the gearbox.
Drenth gearboxes recommends an oil breather catch tank for breathing the gearbox.
The following breather catch tank with the corresponding parts suits for a Drenth gearbox.

The tank needs to be placed vertical and above the gearbox for a smooth return of the oil.
For mounting the tank there are two 6 mm holes, the hose needs to be cut to size.

For more information, please contact our sales department.

The system consist of:
Description

QTY.

Part Number

Complete oil breather catch
tank

1

25.03.0200

Oil breather catch tank

1

25.03.0201

Adaptor (hose)

2

25.03.0203

Oil hose (1 m)

1

25.03.0202

Figure 13:
Oil breather catch tank
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Contact Information
Address
Drenth Motorsport Gearboxes
Fleuweweg 10
7468 AG Enter
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)547 38 26 96
Fax:
+31 (0)547 38 20 65
www.drenth-gearboxes.com
info@drenth-gearboxes.com

Contact Persons
Sales department:
Johan Drenth
Johan@drenth-gearboxes.com

Engineering:
Jeroen Grolleman
Jeroen@drenth-gearboxes.com
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